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Hello sweetness...it has been a time since we last kissed
but your Witch has been overwhelmed with life, so please
forgive me.

There's been some confusion on what I write. After several 'concerned' people
DMed me, thinking that I was writing erotica for teens, I wanted to make a clear
distinction.

On Twitter, I have two pages.

@ryen_lesli is mainly for my YA/NA Fantasy #BOTEseries. RIVER, book one,
is out now. As you know, there are ten books in the series and I'll probably be
writing them until the day I get to leave this cursed earth and move onto the next.
This is the lighter side of THE HAVEN.

And then I have my new page @DarkHavenWitch. This is for my Dark Trinity
erotic-paranormal series, and my violent, erotic poetry. This is the darker violence
of THE HAVEN.

I also blog occasional, along with these ARCHIVES/MUSINGS, and of course, I
have my IG account @ryen_lesli, which is for pictures of my puppers, music,
wine and selfies.

Please follow me, I always follow back...unless you make it weird.

HOLT SHIT!!!

RIVER has finally made her rather violent debut! She came
stomping into the light on Friday, June 14th and you
beautiful spirits made the Witch break down into ugly tears
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by the amount of love you showed me. I wasn't expecting it
and I am forever thankful to YOU.

RIVER has made tiny waves in a vicious ocean of fantasy
readers, but those tiny waves slowly grow into tsunami's
(so bad, I know) over time. I'm pleased that all the hard
work I did over the last six months, marketing RIVER finally
paid off!

The easy part is over with, now, it's a constant battle to try to get RIVER into the
hands of readers. I don't care about the masses, I care about the ones that'll fall in
love with River's tragic story and the ebb.

Those that did get RIVER, devoured her in under two days and they're already
demanding to know when they can read FATE, the second book! I've gotten
some beautiful reviews that gave me goosebumps and made me so fucking
emotional. They saw the vivid ebb and they identified with River and her
struggles. That made the last hellish five years worth every single second! It
doesn't matter if RIVER stays small, we now share an unbreakable bond.

And RIVER is only the beginning because there are NINE other books to follow,
along with the two journals, the portents book, and the four history Tomes of the
ebb. I have big, BIG fucking plans and I'm not stopping until everyone,
everywhere knows who River is.

Oh, and p.s., if you do get a copy, can you do me the BIGGEST favor ever?
(Well, besides give me a review?) Can you take a selfie with her? I want to print
them out and start papering the walls in my office. I already have a dozen, I need
more! Eventually, my walls will be papered with readers!

I LOVE YOU SO, SO, SO FUCKING MUCH!

Love, Ryen lesl...

Blessings & Curses, whichever you have coming for you and as always,
your faithful Witch.
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